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Introduction  
Many Risk Assess customers leverage the Relationship Management capabilities of Risk Assess 
as a Contract Management solution.  This document gives an overview of how Risk Assess can 
help companies to manage contracts.  Contracts are represented in the Risk Assess solution as 
relationships.  There is no limit to the number of relationships or levels of hierarchy that can be 
stored and represented.  For example, for any given supplier a client can store master 
agreements, sub-agreements and statements of work, etc.  By storing each as a relationship, 
companies can then measure the risk, ensure compliance, manage the information and 
attributes, and assess performance of each agreement.  
  
Risk Assess provides the ability to store and manage the documents, attributes and processes 
around a contract or relationship.  Leveraging the program infrastructure, clients can also 
collect these documents and attributes from the appropriate business unit owners, legal 
contacts and/or sourcing professionals.  All the other capabilities of Risk Assess apply to 
managing a relationship, whether it’s a master agreement, sub-agreement, statement of work 
or purchase order.  Those include:  
  

• Track metrics of the contract (e.g. risk rating; performance score; compliance ratings, 
etc.)  

• Understand what organizations (e.g. business units, lines of business, cost centers) are 
using the contract  

• Community for people to collaborate and discuss the contract and track relevant 
documents   

• All fields can be maintained by a program, i.e. the maintenance of the contract 
information, contract dates, owners, etc., can all be set up to be collected and 
maintained by a program, with reminders and frequency  

• Leveraging programs, companies can collect contract abstracts automatically, allowing 
the right people to input the right information, i.e. legal vs. business unit owner vs. 
sourcing  

• Track data from other systems such as spend  
• Reminders and expiration notices can be set up against the contract  
• Business rules can be set up to monitor the contract – if value is X, and commodity is Y, 

then have sourcing or the business unit owner review one a year.   
  
Risk Assess should be considered a contract repository, not a contract authoring or invoice 
reconciliation platform.  The capabilities discussed below are included in the base application, 
at no extra charge for those who’ve licensed the ability to establish relationships.  

Establishing Contracts  
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Attributes and User-Defined Fields  
One of the strengths of the Risk Assess solution is the ability to easily define and manage 
userdefined fields.  This capability is crucial to establishing the attributes and abstract for a 
relationship and contract.   Figure-1 below illustrates a sample of user-defined fields on a 
relationship record.  Note the groupings of fields – Critical Provisions and Contacts.  User-
defined groups can also be established to organize fields for easier viewing.  
  
Adding a user-defined field requires no programming; simply administrative privileges within 
Risk Assess.  The Extension Data Management option allows administrators to easily fields, 
tailor the sort order, and group them appropriately.  

 

  

Collecting Contract/Relationship Information  
Relationship and contract information can be established in Risk Assess in 
two ways:   1) Data can be imported from existing systems using    
 a) Flat file import  
    b) Web services based integration  
  
  2) Relationships can be created in Risk Assess  
  
In either case, once a relationship is created, the collection and on-going maintenance of 
information can be done using the program capability of Risk Assess, specifically using the 
Information Management module.  An Information Management program will prompt the 
appropriate internal or external stakeholders to input and maintain relationship data.  This 

  

  
Figure 1  –   User - defined fields on a relationship record.   
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helps ensure that all necessary information is collected about a contract, addressing a common 
issue for many companies.  
  
Below is an example (Figure 2) of a relationship-based Information Program sent to a business 
unit owner of this contract, to collect the signed agreement and all relevant attributes.  As with 
all programs, the response can be routed for approval.  Once approved, the relationship data 
will be updated in Risk Assess.  Using this method also provides an audit trail for tracking 
updates to relationship data.  
  

 
Figure 2 – Information Management collection program for a relationship/contract  

  

Attachments  
A key aspect of managing contracts is the storage of related documents.  In addition to the 
storage of the contract on the relationship record, the Attachments capability in Risk Assess can 
be used to store any and all documents related to a contract.  A list of all attachments related 
to a relationship will show on the relationship screen, as shown in Figure 2-a below.    
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Figure 2-a – List of attachments on the relationship record  

  
When establishing an attachment, customers can classify the document using the category 
field.  Additional remarks and comments can also be recorded for the attachment, as shown in 
Figure 2-b.  It is also worth noting that customers can establish user-define fields for 
attachments and remarks as well.  
  
  
  
  

 

Master and Sub Agreements  
Master and sub agreements or parent and child relationships can easily be established by 
pointing a relationship to its parent or master.  Figure 3 shows a sample master agreement.  
Figure 4 shows an agreement that references the parent relationship or master agreement.  

  

  

  

  
Figure 2 - b  –   Details of an attachment   
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Once sub-agreements are established, those relationships will display on the master agreement 
as “Associated Relationships” as shown in Figure 5.  
  

 

Expiration Dates  
On every relationship an expiration date can be established.  Relationship expiration will be 
highlighted on the Supplier Index report, in the My Items dashboard component (please see 
Figure 9 below) and in any user-defined report.    
  
Soon Risk Assess will also send an automated notification/alert to the relationship manager to 
alert them of a pending relationship/contract expiration.  

Searching and Reporting  
Searching  
Searching the Relationship and Contract repository can be done in a variety of ways.  The 
Relationship tab provides a configurable search tool bar that users can tailor to search based on 
the required attributes.  The next release of Risk Assess (release 4.5) will support the ability to 
add user-defined fields to the search tool bar.  

  
Figure 3  –   Master Agreement/parent relationship   

  
Figure 4  –   Linking to a parent relationship   

  
Figure 5  –   Displaying   
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Risk Assess also provides a system-wide search capability that allows users to input a key word 
and search the entire Risk Assess database, as shown in Figure 7.    
  
In addition Risk Assess provides users the ability to tag information with as many user-defined 
keywords as they need.  These tags then display in the Tag Cloud on the dashboard, giving users 
a simple one-click way to get a search result.  Establishing a tag is highlighted in Figure 8.  

 

  

  
Figure 6  –   Relationship tab search   

    

  
Figure 7  –   System - wide search   
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Reporting  
Risk Assess provides an out of the box dashboard component called My Items that tracks 
relationship ownership and expiration, as shown in Figure 9.  Users simply need to click on Add 
Content and navigate to the My Items selection and click on it to add it to the dashboard.  
  

 

  
Using the Risk Assess ad-hoc reporting capability, customers can also create reports to show 
things like parent/child relationships, contract amounts, and any other attributes required, as 
shown in Figure 10.  

  

  
Figure 8  –   Tagging   

  
Figure 9  –   My Items Dashboard component   
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Figure 10 – Sample Contract Hierarchy report  

Summary  
For some customers Risk Assess is a logical solution as a contract repository.  In addition to 
monitoring and measuring risk, compliance and performance, Risk Assess provides 
customers the ability to easily define attributes and collect contract and relationship 
information using the Information  
Management capability.  The system wide searching and reporting functions and 
consolidated views make it a logical choice for contract management.  

 
 

  

  


